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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY AND METHODOLOGY
This updated study aims to look at the mass transport sector, specifically the railways sector in the UAE, Bahrain
and Kuwait. The original study was completed in 2013 and has been updated to provide Austrian companies the
opportunity to understand the status quo of the Railways sector as it stands in the region and to initiate interest
for companies that are looking to develop their networks and business interests specifically in railways and
logistics.
We included a short summary on the logistics sector in this report to provide an overview of how the UAE and the
region in general has taken advantage of its massive investments in infrastructure over the years to develop a
robust sector that has become a critical component of the UAE’s economy.
The UAE is progressing in the development of a Railway network within the country and as a committed member
of the planned GCC railway network. Etihad Rail in Abu Dhabi and the Dubai Metro are examples of a fully
integrated and functioning railway/Metro system. Since the global drop in prices in 2015 the next planned phases
of Etihad Rail had been shelved due to the enormous cost burden on the government. However in 2018 there has
been a recovery in the oil prices and the Abu Dhabi government has restarted the project and have initiated
discussions and agreements with other GCC partners to move ahead and re-examine the completion of the next
phases within the country and also the internal connections with regards to the GCC rail. Dubai for its part has
already started work on its planned expansion of the metro system for an additional 14 kms, which is expected to
be ready in time for the hosting of the Expo 2020.
The means and methods used to update the information in this report mostly comes from second and third party
sources collated and compiled from various credible data points. This could be a mixture of information
databases, reports generated by local governmental authorities and foreign entities including news articles. We
have made all attempts to ensure that the information is current. However in the case of some statistics or
figures we are only able to provide information as early as 2017 or 2018 as any information later than that has not
been made public yet.
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2. GCC RAILWAYS PROJECT

Source: Proposed link to GCC railway network

The original Project called for the construction of 2,117 kilometer railway network that would link the 6 GCC
countries with each other. If implemented the length of the rail line would be thousands of kilometers in length.
Various routes for the rail line are under consideration. With the political stalemate against Qatar against 3 GCC
members this railway route could be further delayed. Existing rail networks in various countries can be
upgraded to join the common network. The project can help increase trade activities among the countries .It
would entail diesel-powered trains operating at speeds of up to 200 kilometers per hour that would carry
passengers and freight between the six countries. The railway will be linked to the Middle East rail network (not
yet built) where the full network will have 16 lanes with an approximate length of 19,000 kilometers.
The tracks from Kuwait City to Muscat could be designed for passenger trains that will run at 200km/hour and
freight trains at 80-120km/hour.
The planned 2,117 kilometer railway will start from Kuwait towards Dammam city in Saudi Arabia and is expected
to be divided into further lines
- Manama in Bahrain
- Doha in Qatar
- Abu-Dhabi and Al-Ain in UAE
- Muscat in Oman
This project has been stalled for the last few years mostly due to the fall in revenues from lower oil prices. While
this has stabilized due to a certain degree, new challenges such as the fall out with Qatar by GCC members such
as Saudi Arabia, UAE and Bahrain have added another layer of complexity and uncertainty to this proposed plan.
AUSTRIA
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While the Governments of Saudi Arabia and UAE have confirmed that they are committed to going ahead with
building the network, it remains to be seen if the other GCC members will follow through on their commitments.

2.1. Benefits of the GCC Railways Network
There are few infrastructure initiatives which have the same impact as a railway network, and they often have
other important benefits, including environmental factors such as improved air quality – a particular concern for
residents in many GCC cities. Jobs are also important. According to the Oman Daily Observer (27 July 2015),
Oman Rail is to employ 40,000 workers on the first phase of the national railway network. Up to 15,000 of those
workers could be Omanis. It is envisaged that the railway will create high in-country value (ICV) for Omani
nationals through different construction operations related to the rail project. Typical measures creating ICV
include the procurement of Omani products and services from Omani subcontractors, the creation of
partnerships with Omani subcontractors, and the training and development of an Omani workforce.
In Saudi Arabia, education has been put front and centre of the rail programme. The Saudi Railway Polytechnic is
one key element in that transformation. Working in partnership with Saudi Railways Company, international
education provider TQ Pearson from the UK operates the new institution (which commenced training in April
2014). If this kind of approach is replicated across the GCC then it will provide tangible long-term benefits for the
region as a whole.
Aside from the transport benefits of the railways themselves, the scale of property development around new
stations and the scope for investment should not be underestimated. Railway stations therefore result in
property and retail development opportunities too. Those developments will, in their turn, create more new jobs
and growth in the economy. They also allow people more flexibility as to where they live and where they work,
delivering net gains in higher paid jobs and leveraging lower housing, education and employment costs.
The GCC region can look forward to equivalent schemes based around iconic stations such as award winning
architect Zaha Hadid’s adventurous design for the King Abdullah Financial District metro station and the Olaya
Street blue and green line metro interchange designed by Gerber Architekten in Riyadh. Dubai is also to benefit
from a significant extension of its metro in advance of Expo 2020.
All of the above will require, among other things, financing and funding arrangements for the construction
works; a complex web of Engineering, Procurement and Contracting (EPC) contracts (and efficient disputes
resolution regimes; franchise concessions in respect of the lines themselves (and their subsequent renewal);
rolling stock finance and lease agreements (which will have to dovetail with franchise procurement exercises);
economic and safety regulation for the railway network; ticketing regimes integrating peak/off peak; zonal and
bus connections; as well as leases for units in associated shopping malls. This all constitutes real economic
benefits of the schemes. Because these schemes are in essence brand new businesses. The opportunity for
supply chain and logistics providers is also significant, and it will be interesting to see whether and to what extent
coordinated responses and approaches develop in this regard across the region.

2.2 Inter City Travel
Aside from the urban metro projects there are also ambitious plans in the GCC region for inter-city travel. The
Haramain high-speed line linking Jeddah with the holy cities will add speed and comfort to pligrims’ Hajj
experience (the terminal station in Jeddah being similar to the large stations found in Europe, such as
Birmingham New Street). On the freight side, the advent of the Saudi land bridge, linking the Gulf with the Red
Sea and the North-South line will (it is hoped) ease the passage of freight across the Kingdom, and provide a high
quality alternative to traditional road freight. These are globally significant railway projects. They will change the
culture of the region and offer a legacy of first-rate employment opportunities for locals and also monumental
property development opportunities.
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2.3 Integrated Systems
All of the schemes mentioned above are part of an integrated transport system where connections are relatively
easy and the spread of the network takes people where they want to go quickly and cheaply relative to the
alternative of driving and flying. There are certainly environmental benefits. But these benefits can only ever be
realized if the network is sufficiently wide to optimize people’s choices. That network connectivity also enables
genuine measures in traffic calming to be taken. A key element of rail projects is their interconnectivity with
other transport services, such as airports, ports and other local transport services including buses and taxis.
This is especially important in the GCC where walking in the heat of summer for even a short period can be
difficult.

3. UAE

Source: UAE Roadmap

3.1 The UAE Outlook
The best way to describe UAE’s position would be that of a delicate balancing act on a tight rope. On the one hand
the UAE continues to maintain its status as a bedrock for stability in a region where conflict and tension have
become the status quo. On the other hand the UAE is now flexing its political muscles in regional geo politics by
drawing a line against Qatar, a fellow GCC member, and enforcing an embargo against it. The UAE has also
embarked on a war in Yemen along with Saudi Arabia while supporting Saudi Arabia against Iran. These are
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unprecedented times to say the least in a country that has always maintained a passive foreign policy and
concentrated on its internal growth.
The global drop in oil prices in 2015 triggered a slew of measures to combat a slowdown in the UAE. The UAE’s
dependence on oil is a significant long-term challenge, although the UAE is one of the most diversified countries
in the Gulf Cooperation Council. Low oil prices have prompted the UAE to cut expenditures, including on some
social programs, but the UAE has sufficient assets in its sovereign wealth to cover its deficits. The government
reduced fuel subsidies in August 2015, and introduced excise taxes (50% on sweetened carbonated beverages
and 100% on energy drinks and tobacco) in October 2017. A five-percent value-added tax was introduced in
January 2018 while the introduction of corporate tax is being mulled.
The leadership in the UAE understood early on in the importance of the development of logistics and the
necessary infrastructure to ensure that the country becomes a regional hub for businesses to set up base here.
Roadways, seaports, airways and railways always factor in quite significantly on the annual federal budgets and
with good reason. The country has gained significant traction in terms of FDI from companies that wish to focus
on the GCC, Africa and South Asian Markets using the UAE, particularly Dubai as the regional base. The
introduction and development of various Free Trade Zones was an important catalyst in putting UAE on the map
and cementing its role as the regional leader to attract businesses and talent globally. The UAE's strategic plan
for the next few years focuses on economic diversification, promoting the UAE as a global trade and tourism hub,
developing industry, and creating more job opportunities for nationals through improved education and increased
private sector employment.

3.2 Logistics and Transport Sector
The United Arab Emirates has recognized that the development of state-of-the-art transportation infrastructure
is one of the reasons for the rapid success of their economy. As a result, massive investments were made in
roads, ports, airports and now also railways to further improve the capacity and potential of transport routes and
to meet the requirements of a rapidly growing economic powerhouse. The details of the transport model railway
are discussed in detail in Chapter 3.
Being close to India and China, the UAE has recognized the benefits of its geographical location and invested
billions of dollars in the accelerated expansion of storage and transportation infrastructure. A "Frost and
Sullivan", report estimates that the majority of revenue (63.1%) is generated by the freight forwarding sector,
which is supported by strong demand in the oil / gas, construction and food sectors. The second highest sector is
transportation with 18.6% of revenues, with road transport occupying a dominant position in this segment. While
the rail freight sector plays an important role worldwide, it is virtually non-existent in the UAE.
In order to change this situation, the government has launched a large state railway project, which will connect
the entire Emirates and ultimately be integrated into the rail network of the GCC states. The transport habits in
the UAE will change significantly as a result of the planned investment in infrastructure, with the shared rail
network within the Gulf States playing a major role in the freight sector.
The UAE has been named first in the region and third globally in a logistics report ranking emerging markets.
The 2019 Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index placed the UAE third out of 50 markets for a fifth consecutive
year, behind China in first place and India in second.
The annual ranking, now in its 10th year, considers a range of factors including logistics strength and business
fundamentals, said a statement from Agility, adding that business-friendly conditions and core strengths mean
most Gulf countries rank well in the index.
Saudi Arabia was placed in sixth, with Qatar eights, Oman 12th, Bahrain 16th and Kuwait 18th. “The strong
performance of Gulf economies in the Index is the result of investment in logistics and transport infrastructure,
concerted efforts to diversify, steady progress in streamlining regulation, and strategic development of digital
capabilities,” said Elias Monem, CEO of Middle East & Africa for Agility Global Integrated Logistics.
As well as the index, Agility’s report showed that supply chain industry professionals are upbeat about the 2019
emerging markets growth outlook, but highlighted fears that trade tensions, currency and interest rate volatility,
and Brexit could lead to a crisis.
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3.3 Aviation and airports
Aviation plays a key part in the UAE economy and is expected to contribute more over time. This is particularly
true in Dubai, where by 2020 the impact of aviation and tourism related activities will rise to $53.1 Billion which
is expected to be 37.5 % of Dubai’s GDP and support about 754,500 Dubai based jobs. For instance the UAE is
host to a number of important aviation events such as the Dubai airshow.
UAE authorities are investing $23.16 Billion in airport development and expansion including $8 Billion in
developing Dubai’s Al Maktoum International Airport, $7.6 Billion in Phase 4 of Dubai International Airport, $6.8
Billion in the expansion of Abu Dhabi International Airport. Combined the projects will have the capacity to handle
over 300 million passengers.
The combined fleet of the major 4 airlines in the country has grown to 506 aircrafts, including (passenger) 268 in
Emirates, 120 in Etihad Airways, 61 in Fly Dubai and 53 in Air Arabia. Collectively the country’s airlines add an
average of four or five aircrafts per month. By the end of 2018 the expected fleet size of the major 4 airlines was
expected to reach approximately 525 aircrafts. In a statement made by the Director General of the General Civil
Aviation Authority (GCAA) of the UAE, The aviation sector contributed 15 percent to the country’s GDP in 2018.
The spend on the Aviation Industry by the UAE for the year 2018 was estimated at $270 Billion which includes
improvements to airport infrastructure and 884 commercial aircrafts (Passenger and cargo). There are currently
7 international airports in the UAE, including: Abu Dhabi International Airport, Al Ain International Airport, Dubai
International Airport, Al Maktoum International Airport, Sharjah Airport, RAK Airport and Fujairah Airport.

3.4 Seaports
The United Arab Emirates have long since established themselves as a logistics hub for the international maritime
industry. According to the World Shipping Council, two of the world's top 50 container ports are in the UAE, with
Dubai featuring among the top ten.
Overall, 61 per cent of cargo destined for GCC states arrives via the UAE's seaports. The UAE has 12 commercial
trading ports, other than oil ports. It contains 310 berths, with cargo tonnage of 80 million tons.
In Dubai Jebel Ali, mainly large cargo and industrial goods are processed. The UAE's main exports are oil and
gas, but raw materials and finished goods are also showing increasing export figures. Imported goods mainly
include intermediate goods and consumer goods. However, the transmission to other countries in the Gulf
region, East Africa and the Indian subcontinent is becoming increasingly important. The UAE ranks among the
top 5 in the world for merchandise shipments and cargo vessel equipment, and the shipbuilding industry is also
experiencing a rapid boom. The bulk of the cargo handling is handled by the state port authority of each Emirate.
Major seaports in the UAE include:
•

Zayed Port - This port in Abu Dhabi city was the emirate's main general cargo port for 40 years.
Currently, it is dedicated for cruise liners.

•

Mina Rashid and Jebel Ali Port - These ports in Dubai city are operated by DP world and play a pivotal
role in the trade in the UAE.

•

Khor Fakkan Container Terminal (KCT) - This port in Sharjah is the only natural deep water port in the
region, with a strategic geographical position for deep sea container trade.

•

Mina Saqr in Ras Al Khaimah

•

Fujairah Port - It is a multi-purpose port which is strategically located at the Gulf of Oman.

Khalifa port is a massive new AED 26.5 billion, 420 square kilometers port that will spring industrial development
in Al Taweelah area in Abu Dhabi. It is the first semi-automated port in the Middle East and North Africa. The
Ein Service der AUSSENWIRTSCHAFT AUSTRIA
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commercial activities of the port started on 1 September 2012. Abu Dhabi Ports Company (ADPC) is developing
the project and Abu Dhabi Terminals (ADT) operates its terminals.
In its present phase of development, the port has an annual capacity of 2.5 million Twenty-Foot Equivalent Units
(TEUs) and 12 million tonnes of general cargo. When all development phases would be completed, Khalifa Port is
expected to increase its capacity for container volumes to 15 million TEUs and 35 million tonnes of general cargo
per year.
Upon completion, Khalifa Port would become the main commercial port of Abu Dhabi and will accommodate the
maritime traffic of Mina Zayed Port.
With market access to an estimated 4.5 billion people within four time zones, Khalifa Port can accommodate the
biggest ships. Currently, the port serves 17 shipping lines, offers direct services and direct connections to more
than 40 international destinations as well as transshipment at the world's main hubs.
It will also serve as a main gateway for Kizad, which is set to become the largest industrial city in the region
covering an area of nearly 420 square kilometers of prime industrial land.

3.5 Road networks and ground transportation
The UAE has one of the best road networks globally. According to the global competitiveness report issued by the
World Economic Forum for the year 2017-2018, the UAE even occupies the first position in the index of road quality.
The UAE continues to construct and maintain roads in accordance with international standards, using the best
technology that fits the country's environmental conditions. The roads' projects aim to improve efficiency of traffic
and connect parts of the country with a modern road network. The UAE has a road network, which connects
different emirates with each other. These roads include:
• E11 - It is the longest road in the UAE; it stretches from Al Silah in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi and ends in
the Emirate of Ras Al Khaimah. It has various alternate names: Sheikh Maktoum Road in Abu Dhabi, Sheikh
Zayed Road in Dubai and Sheikh Muhammad bin Salem Road in Ras Al Khaimah.
•

E311 or Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed Road - It was known as Emirates road. The road links Dubai to the
rest of the Emirates.

•

E611 or Emirates Bypass road - It is 110 km long. It provides an alternative route to Sheikh Zayed and
Sheikh Mohammed bin Zayed roads for drivers from Ras Al Khaimah, Umm Al Quwain, Ajman and Sharjah,
heading to Abu Dhabi without having to go through downtown Dubai.

•

Sheikh Khalifa highway - It links Dubai and Fujairah; shortening the distance by 20 to 30 km as opposed to
older routes.

•

Sheikh Khalifa bin Zayed road - It links the villages in the eastern region.

•

Dubai-Fujairah road - It passes through the Hatta mountain range and goes through the Emirates of Dubai,
Sharjah and Ras Al Khaimah.

•

Dubai-Al Ain road – it links Dubai with Al Ain city.

•

Sheikh Zayed Bridge - It is 842 metres long and 64 metres high. It is the third traffic route connecting the
mainland to the island of Abu Dhabi.
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3.6 Dubai Metro

Source:
Dubai Metro

The Dubai Metro is a wholly owned subsidiary of the Government of Dubai and falls under the jurisdiction of the
Roads and Transport Authority of Dubai (RTA). The RTA is responsible for planning and executing transportation
and transportation projects including the construction of the Dubai Metro and the development of integrated
solutions for roads and sea routes. The Dubai Metro is the longest fully automatic driverless system in the world.
In full operation, it is expected to carry 1.2 million passengers per day, and 355 million passengers per year. The
metro network was commissioned in September 2009 as the first subway in the Gulf region. The new transport
system greatly facilitates commuting for thousands of workers in the Emirates. The average number of
passengers on the Red Line is estimated at around 180,000 per day. The metro currently consists of the Red and
the Green Line. The capacity of the Green Line is currently about 100,000 passengers per day. Systra which is
headquartered in France was awarded the contract for preparatory engineering, while a consortium (Dubai Rail
Link) led by Mitsubishi Heavy Industries (MHI) set up the first two metro lines. The other members of the fourmember consortium are the Japanese Obayashi and Kajima Group, as well as the Turkish company Yapi Merkezi.
The subway is fully integrated into the transport network, with the Roads & Transport Authority (RTA) overseeing
the operation. The Red Line was completed in April 2010, the Green Line was opened in September 2011. The
goal of the project is to reach a rail network of more than 320 km by 2020. The estimated cost of maintenance,
energy and staff is estimated at AED 570 million (= € 114.5 million) per year. These costs should be covered by
fares and other revenue, such as advertising.
The first work for the ambitious project began in February 2006 on the 52.1 km long Red Line. Since April 2012,
all 29 stations have gone into operation, the first 8 stations of the Red Line were opened in September 2009. Four
of these stations are underground, the remaining 25 are above rground.
The Green Line is 23 km long and consists of 18 stations, two of which intersect with the Red Line. The route runs
from the central areas of Deira and Burj Dubai to Burjuman and the Wafi shopping centers. An extension of 11
km to the Green Line is already being discussed to cover the route between Al-Jadaf and the International City
Station.
Before launch, Dubai Municipality Public Transport Department expected the metro to provide transport for 12%
of all trips in Dubai. After the first month of operation (on a limited network), the monthly total was 1,740,578
passengers, which equates to under 60,000 passengers/day. After the opening of more stations in May 2010,
ridership surged to 103,002 passengers/day and reached 130,000/day by the beginning of October 2010. When the
Green Line opened on 9 September 2011, passengers on the Red Line was noted as 180,000/day. In 2013,
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passengers rose to 377,000/day, split 64% for the Red line and 36% for the Green Line. During the first half of
2015, RTA announced that 88,252,034 passengers have used the metro. In August 2017, RTA announced that total
ridership since 2009 had surpassed 1 billion total trips. The RTA Master Plan also envisages extending the rail
network to up to 400 kilometers by 2030. The plan also includes the construction of at least 4 new metro lines.
Dubai’s Route 2020 expansion of the city’s metro system is set to start operating on May 20, 2020, five months
prior to the Dubai Expo mega event. The Route 2020 project covers the extension of the Dubai Metro Red Line by
15km from Nakheel Harbour & Tower Station to the site of Expo 2020 in Jebel Ali.
Route 2020 is expected to serve about 125,000 riders per day and the number is set grow to as many as 275,000
riders by 2030. The trial run on the 15km route is expected to begin by the end of 2019.
The Route 2020 expansion will begin from Nakheel Harbour and Tower Metro Station on the Dubai Metro’s Red
Line and extend 15km with seven new stations – five elevated and two underground.
Earlier this year, Dubai’s Roads and Transport Authority (RTA) announced the award of a Dhs 10.6 billion ($2.89
billion) contract to Expolink Consortium, led by French firm Alstom, Acciona from Spain and Turkish firm
Gulermak to build the extension.
The Transport Authority said the project includes the procurement of 50 trains – 35 to upgrade the metro service
and 15 for the Expo service.
The new stations will serve residential areas such as Discovery Gardens, Furjan, Jumeirah Golf Estate and the
Dubai Investment Park and passengers should be able to travel from Dubai Marina to the Expo 2020 site in 16
minutes.

Until 2030 further extensions are in planning. An overview of the project can be found as
follows:-

Source RTA: Metro Route Map
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3.7 Al Sufouh Tram

Source: RTA Dubai

The Al Sufouh tram system has been designed to form a new integral point in Dubai's transportation network. In
addition to the existing Dubai Metro and the Monorail train on the Palm Island, the tram will continue along the Al
Sufouh Road and the Jumeirah Beach Road from the Mall of the Emirates to the Dubai Marina. The original
completion date was at the beginning of 2009, but the construction was delayed by a few years and was finally
completed in 2014.
The tram system has a total length of 14.6 kilometers and connects the districts Jumeirah Beach Residence,
Dubai Marina and Al Sufouh. The Dubai Tram is the world's first tramway project to be completely operated by an
electronic ground-based propulsion system.
The main link is connected to the Dubai Metro with pedestrian crossings through three stations on Sheikh Zayed
Road. The construction of the main line section was divided into two phases, with the main part of 10.6
kilometers being built in phase 1. Furthermore, the tram also connects the monorail on the Jumeirah Palm
Island. The first leg, which includes 11 stations, . All 11 stations are 44 meters long and, as the world's first
tramway station, are equipped with additional safety sliding doors that open only when the incoming train is
completely stopped. The stations will be equipped with a central air conditioning system due to the high
temperatures. As per information from the RTA, Phase 2 of the Dubai tram was to be extended by a further 5
kms however it has been reported that underutilization of the tram’s current route has shelved plans to develop
it further.
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Source: RTA Dubai
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4. ETIHAD RAIL
Etihad Rail was set up by the UAE government in 2009 tasked with managing the development, construction and
operation of a national freight and passenger railway spanning 1,200km.
The network will also form a crucial part of the proposed GCC railway network across the six-country economic
bloc. The government of Abu Dhabi holds a 70% stake in the company, while the remaining shares belong to the
federal government. An important driver of the project is the ambitious plan to increase the annual revenue of
GDP from non-oil based sectors to 60% by 2030. The transportation and logistics industries are seen as key
areas in achieving this plan. Furthermore, the economic plan for 2021 also provides for a clear diversification of
economic revenues, to which the rail network will make an important contribution.
The first phase of the railway, costing Dh4.7bn, was fully operational by 2016. It was built to transport sulphur
from the oil refineries at Habshan in the Al Dhafra region of Abu Dhabi, to the port at Ruwais for export.
In 2016, the tendering for the second phase was put on hold due to the sudden drop in oil prices with a review on
project delivery and timelines. The project was revived in March 2018 with a tender sent out for PMC and
Engineering Design contracts. In November 2018, the UAE’s Ministry of Finance and the Abu Dhabi Department
of Finance signed an agreement to finance the next part of the railway project. The contract was awarded to a
joint venture between the China State Construction Engineering Corporation and South Korea’s SK Engineering
and Construction to build Package A - which is a 139 km line from Ruwais to Ghuweifat. The scope of work
includes design and build, and civil and track works, rail infrastructure, including earthworks, bridges, tunnels,
animal crossings, track-laying, and links to Stage 1 of Etihad Rail. Stage two once completed will run for 605
kilometers from Ghuwaifat to the port of Fujairah. Egis was finally appointed as the PMC and a JV between Atkins
and Jacobs was awarded the Design consultancy.

4.1 Project Planning
Due to the increasing road traffic and the associated deterioration of air quality, a rapid expansion of the rail
network was required. According to the World Trade Organization (WTO), GCC export cargo increased by 13%
between 2005-2010 and imported goods by 14%. As the volume of trade and re-export goods continues to
increase, overland freight will become more relevant.
To handle these increasing volumes, rail transport is seen as a much more efficient method. The locomotives of
the Etihad rail network will have a capacity of 260 20-foot equivalents (TEU), with a single freight train having the
train capacity of over 300 trucks.
The route "Ghweifat - Jebel Ali" will be operated by 90 container trains per week, the route "Ghweifat - Sharjah"
by a total of 20 freight trains. The demand for the new railway line has been well received, as companies
understand the effects of switching from road to rail and are already waiting to relocate their transport systems.
Etihad Rail has already signed more than 15 agreements with logistics and industrial companies, which foresee
the establishment of business relations.
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4.2 Project Development
The railway project has been divided into 3 different sub-units, with each unit being integrated into the national
and GCC-wide network.
Stage 1
The rail network has been completed in Ruwais on 264 km between Shah and Habshan. The full fleet of 240
wagons and seven locomotives has been delivered, and is fully functional and operational. The locomotives
significantly facilitate the transport of sulfur granules from the spring to the port of Ruwais. The companies
"Dodsal Engineering" (India), "Technimont" and Saipem (both Italy) have won the tender for the construction of
section 1. The management of the project was transferred to "Parsons-Aecom", the company "Strecson
Ventures" was awarded the contract for the construction of railway sleepers. The locomotives are built by the
US-American company "Electro-Motive Diesel".
Stage 2
In November 2018, the UAE’s Ministry of Finance and the Abu Dhabi Department of Finance signed an agreement
to finance the next part of the railway project called stage 2 Package A. The contract was awarded to a joint
venture between the China State Construction Engineering Corporation and South Korea’s SK Engineering. and
Construction .The scope of work includes design and build, and civil and track works, rail infrastructure,
including earthworks, bridges, tunnels, animal crossings, track-laying, and links to Stage 1 of Etihad Rail. Stage
two once completed will run for 605 kilometers from Ghuwaifat to the port of Fujairah.
The lasts development in the ongoing development of Etihad Rail has been the award from Package A of stage 2.
The package has been awarded to a joint venture between China Stae Construction Engineering Corp. (Middle
East LLC) and South Korea’s SK Engineering. The scope of work includes the design and build of cilvil and track
works for package A, which is valued at AED 1.5 Billon (approx. 410 million USD).
The 139 km route will comprise a standard gauge double track route running west to connect Ruwais with
Ghuweifat on the border with Saudi Arabia. Package A’s focus includes earth works, bridges, tunnels, animal
crossings, track laying and links to stage 1 of Etihad rail. This will require 1.3 million tonnes of ballast, more than
400,000 concrete sleepers and 33,000 tonnes of rail.
Section 3
In this section, the railroad will be extended by a further 279 km from Dubai to the northern emirates (Fujairah
and Ras Al Khaimah). The project management is currently working together with the respective emirates on a
safe route.
The rail network is mainly built in standard double lane width for mixed traffic. The equipment will also include a
European Signaling System (ETCS Level 2), which will allow double-layered containers to be picked up for
transport. The construction will include more than 10 tunnels and 300 props. Passenger trains will travel at a
speed of 200 km / h and freight trains at 120 km / h. The drive is made by diesel operation, whereby electric drive
is also planned. Various international standards (Arema / AAR, UIC) are complied with in the project.
complied with in the project.
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Source: GGC and UAE wide railway route map

4.3 Project Financing
Despite the very successful sponsorship of Phase 1 of Etihad Rail ( of which 70% is owned by the government),
the rest of the project will require further government support. At present, $ 1.3 billion has been raised. Phase 1
of the project involved the construction of an industrial railroad for the transport of sulfur between Habshan and
Ruwais by the Abu Dhabi National Oil Company (Adnoc). Since Adnoc, a financially strong state-owned company,
is involved in the project as a customer, Etihad Rail will have a secure financial partner at its side with its sulfur
deliveries. This also created a security for any prospective clients and investors. The current financing loan
provides for a 5-year plan and was funded by the following institutions:
• National Bank of Abu Dhabi (NBAD)
• Bank of Tokyo-Mitsubishi UFJ (Japan)
• Abu Dhabi Commercial Bank
• HSBC (UK)
• Ministry of Finance and the Abu Dhabi Department of Finance
NBAD acted as guarantor for the lending business. The rail operator recently received financing approval for
stage 2 of the UAE’s national rail network, which is to be backed by the UAE’s ministry of Finance and the Abu
Dhabi Department of Finance.
Future funding will also be also studied very closely by the government as these phases of the project are mainly
dedicated to passenger transport. This represents a much greater risk for potential donors, as it is difficult to
estimate customer numbers in advance. Also, the help of export-oriented lending institution will be more difficult
to achieve, since most contracts with local construction companies are completed without significant
international influence. Currently there is no official statement for the further financing of the project. Funders in
the UAEs expect generous support from the government to either attract investors directly or convince banks of
low risk. Overall, the project is estimated to cost AED 40 billion (EUR 8 billion).
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4.4 Social and Economic Benefits for the UAE
The immediate economic benefits of the Etihad Railway project include savings in freight costs, time savings for
transportation among others. This should significantly relieve companies, customers and travelers throughout
the region. Tourism and the economy as such can benefit from the project. Studies show that the economic
benefits of the project will go to all 7 Emirates. Both investment in imports and exports are supposed to increase
in the future. In addition, many jobs will be created and the incomes of owners, entrepreneurs and employees
should also increase. The improved connections will help companies network and significantly increase the
workforce. The rail network will bring cost savings and faster transport times to both freight and passenger
traffic, while relieving the strain on the UAE's roads. These savings can make Etihad Rail a much more attractive
proposition for transport companies than is currently the case with trucks.

5. KUWAIT
5.1 Kuwait Outlook

Source: CIA world fact book

Kuwait has a geographically small, but wealthy, relatively open economy with crude oil reserves of about 102
billion barrels - more than 6% of world reserves. Kuwaiti officials plan to increase production to 4 million barrels
of oil equivalent per day by 2020. Petroleum accounts for over half of GDP, 92% of export revenues, and 90% of
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government income. With world oil prices declining, Kuwait realized a budget deficit in 2015 for the first time
more than a decade; in 2016, the deficit grew to 16.5% of GDP. Kuwaiti authorities announced cuts to fuel
subsidies in August 2016, provoking outrage among the public and National Assembly, and the Amir dissolved the
government for the seventh time in ten years. In 2017 the deficit was reduced to 7.2% of GDP, and the
government raised $8 billion by issuing international bonds. Despite Kuwait’s dependence on oil, the government
has cushioned itself against the impact of lower oil prices, by saving annually at least 10% of government
revenue in the Fund for Future Generations.
Kuwait has failed to diversify its economy or bolster the private sector, because of a poor business climate, a
large public sector that employs about 74% of citizens, and an acrimonious relationship between the National
Assembly and the executive branch that has stymied most economic reforms. The Kuwaiti Government has made
little progress on its long-term economic development plan first passed in 2010. While the government planned
to spend up to $104 billion over four years to diversify the economy, attract more investment, and boost private
sector participation in the economy, many of the projects did not materialize because of an uncertain political
situation or delays in awarding contracts. To increase non-oil revenues, the Kuwaiti Government in August 2017
approved draft bills supporting a Gulf Cooperation Council-wide value added tax scheduled to take effect in 2018.

5.2 Infrastructure in Kuwait
Kuwait’s infrastructure sector is expected to grow by 15-20 percent as a result of the government’s current fiveyear plan (2015-2020). The development plan focuses on economic reform and implementation of several longstalled mega projects, with several large infrastructure projects estimated at $124 billion.
The five-year plan includes a number of infrastructure upgrades, along with the USD 2.6 billion Sheikh Jaber
Causeway, which is set to link the Shuwaikh port area in the south with planned cities in the north that are in
development. The USD 7 billion Kuwait City Metro; a rail project that will eventually link all GCC countries; a USD
4 billion new airport; five new planned cities including Silk City; further development of the Mubarak Al-Kabeer
Port on Boubyan Island; and a large number of mega oil projects, including a new refinery. The government is
working on over USD 4 billion worth of hospital projects as part of its plan to boost the bed capacity of hospitals
across the country. The Ministry of Health’s operating budget is projected to reach about $18 billion by 2030.
There are also plans to increase power generation capacity in the country. Project implementation has seen
frequent delays, especially with large infrastructure projects. The government itself acknowledged that only 19
percent of the 2010-2014 five-year development plans were executed. However, previous impediments were
factored into the 2015-2020 development plan, and positive signs of progress are being shown.
Major Ongoing Projects:
• Jaber Al-Ahmed City
•

South Saad Al-Abdulla New Town

•

Sabah Al-Ahmed Housing Project

•

Al-Kiran City

•

Al-Ahmadi New City

•

Sulaibikhat Residential City

•

Jahra Housing Scheme

•

South Mutlaa Housing Project

•

Kuwait Labor City Development

•

Silk City

•

Sabah Al-Salem Educational City
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•

South Sabah Al-Ahmed Sea City

•

Nawaf Al-Ahmed City

•

PAAET Educational Complex

•

Burj Mubarak Al-Kabir

•

Hessa Al-Mubarak Project

•

Mubarak Al-Kabir Port

•

Kuwait City Metro

•

GCC Railway

•

New Terminal Building at Kuwait International Airport

•

Hospitals

5.3 New Kuwait 2035 Development Plan
The “New Kuwait” development plan, which was launched in January 2017, is the long-term development plan
until 2035. The program intends to boost Kuwait’s revenues from US$ 43 Bn in 2017 to US$ 164 Bn by 2035. The
plan is structured around seven pillars including healthcare, human capital, infrastructure and the economy, and
works towards Kuwait’s 2035 Vision to transform the country into a regional cultural and financial hub. According
to QNB’s Kuwait Economic Insight 2018, projects under the New Kuwait Development Plan have an estimated
total cost of over US$ 39 Bn, with 44% directed towards the economy pillar (which includes energy-related
projects such as the Clean Fuels Project, Al-Zour refinery, and Al Khiran Plant) and 36% directed towards
infrastructure projects (such as the airport expansion, causeway and regional highway projects). Under the 2035
strategic plan, the development of five islands namely Boubyan, Warbah, Failaka, Maskan and Oaha into
economic zones with an investment value of up to US$ 160 Bn is expected to double up as tourist and
recreational areas, in turn requiring investments in commercial and residential complexes as well as
infrastructure.

5.4 Kuwait Public-Private Partnership (PPP) Model
Kuwait is shifting towards increased private participation in the real estate and construction markets in an
attempt to build a more diversified economy. Kuwait has embraced the concept of PPP, and has over the past few
years introduced a number of laws. Though progress is generally viewed as being slow with the procurement and
closing of PPP projects, the government is positively developing its experience structuring and procuring PPP
projects, which is likely to translate into smoother and more efficient procurement processes.
According to Oxford Business Group, Kuwait intends to invest US$ 112.4 Bn in strategic projects by 2019 and
raise a third of that capital from the private sector. Tamdeen Group, a leading mixed-use property developer in
Kuwait, announced that work had commenced in full swing at its ambitious international Tennis Complex, which
aims to position the country as a preferred international tennis destination in the region. The Sheikh Jaber Al
Abdullah Al Jaber Al Sabah International Tennis Complex is deemed as one of the country's pioneering and
significant PPP projects and the biggest sports project in value and size under the Kuwait Public Authority for
Sport since its establishment.

5.5 Kuwait Infrastructure Construction Overview
Infrastructure is one of the seven stated pillars of the New Kuwait plan, which calls for over US$ 23 Bn in road,
rail, and air transport projects through 2022. Kuwait’s infrastructure sector is expected to grow by 15-20%, which
is in line with the government’s current five-year plan (2015-2020). Kuwait has moved forward with plans to ease
traffic congestion and improve transport infrastructure, with the authorities announcing a series of projects that
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are ahead of schedule. Higher levels of public spending, supported by greater private sector’s participation, are
expected to drive infrastructure projects in Kuwait over the coming years. Greater use of the PPP model in
infrastructure delivery is likely to reduce public financing pressures and promote development. Road
transportation is the most popular mode of travel among Kuwait's population, but government officials recognise
that additional work is needed to build a better transport system. Kuwait has awarded contracts worth US$ 48.5
Mn for infrastructure development including construction and maintenance of roads and bridges besides several
key waterways and sewerage projects in the capital. The Public Authority for Roads and Transportation is
currently waiting for approval from the Finance Ministry on its request for a special budget of US$ 59 Mn for an
international advisor designing the railway project, and have asked for the fund to be made available during the
fiscal year. The infrastructure construction contractor awards are expected to decrease from US$ 2,350 Mn in
2018 to US$ 2,297 Mn in 2019.
Major Kuwait infrastructure projects expected to start construction in 2019
Project Name
Client Name
Project Value (USD$ Millions)
th
Road linking 7 Ring Road and
Ministry of Public Works (MPW), 659.17
southern region
Kuwait
Construction of Northern
Ministry of Public Works (MPW), 300
Regional Road 58
Kuwait
Northern Regional RoadMinistry of Public Works (MPW), 241
Interchange 82-58
Kuwait
Northern Road from Abdali
Ministry of Public Works (MPW), 202.2
Highway to Subiya Highway
Kuwait
Source: Ventures onsite database

5.6 Kuwait Metro
The Kuwait Metro project has been under proposal since 2006 and so far has not really materialized. It is still
currently in the study phase. As of now the construction start date has been slated for the year 2021 and this
remains to be seen also. The scope of the project calls for Project involves the construction of a 160 kilometer
network in Kuwait. It will be built across the inner city of Kuwait and will be linked to the Kuwait National Rail
Network. The metro will be completed in five phases. It would have 160 kilometers of rail lines and 68 stations –
60 per cent of that will be underground. Construction work is expected to be split into four infrastructure
packages and a systems and rolling stock contract, all of which would be under the Public-Private Partnership
(PPP) basis. The first phase, the Red Line, would run from a rail freight depot (being built for use on the GCC rail
network) and Kuwait International Airport into Kuwait City. The scope might be re-planned so that the metro
would serve key cities instead of all areas of the country.
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Source: Partnership Technical Bureau: Proposed metro route
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6. BAHRAIN

Source: Image sourced from CIA world Fact book

Oil and natural gas play a dominant role in Bahrain’s economy. Despite the Government’s past efforts to diversify
the economy, oil still comprises 85% of Bahraini budget revenues. In the last few years lower world energy prices
have generated sizable budget deficits - about 10% of GDP in 2017 alone. Bahrain has few options for covering
these deficits, with low foreign assets and fewer oil resources compared to its GCC neighbors. The three major
US credit agencies downgraded Bahrain’s sovereign debt rating to "junk" status in 2016, citing persistently low
oil prices and the government’s high debt levels. Nevertheless, Bahrain was able to raise about $4 billion by
issuing foreign currency denominated debt in 2017.
Other major economic activities are production of aluminum - Bahrain's second biggest export after oil and gas –
finance, and construction. Bahrain continues to seek new natural gas supplies as feedstock to support its
expanding petrochemical and aluminum industries. In April 2018 Bahrain announced it had found a significant oil
field off the country’s west coast, but is still assessing how much of the oil can be extracted profitably.
In addition to addressing its current fiscal woes, Bahraini authorities face the long-term challenge of boosting
Bahrain’s regional competitiveness — especially regarding industry, finance, and tourism — and reconciling
revenue constraints with popular pressure to maintain generous state subsidies and a large public sector. Since
2015, the government lifted subsidies on meat, diesel, kerosene, and gasoline and has begun to phase in higher
prices for electricity and water.

6.1 Bahrain Construction Industry Outlook
The non-oil sector is driving Bahrain’s economic growth. The launch of Bahrain’s Real Estate Regulatory
Authority (RERA) on March 1st, 2018 seeks to drive growth in the real estate sector by improving industry
standards and transparency, moves that could increase foreign investment. Bahrain is also fast-tracking
substantial public and private sector investment projects worth over US$ 32 Bn across the manufacturing,
logistics, infrastructure, healthcare, education, and tourism sectors, supporting the kingdom’s goal of long-term,
sustainable economic growth. A strong focus on transportation and industrial infrastructure, as well as the
construction of several affordable housing units, is expected to be among the key drivers of growth for the
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construction sector in the near future, which is in line with Bahrain’s Economic Vision 2030. The total
construction contractor awards across the building, infrastructure and energy is expected to decrease from US$
5,015 Mn in 2018 to US$ 3,945 Mn in 2019.
Bahrain has announced a series of tenders relating to the upgrade and expansion of the country’s airports. The
Airport Modernisation Programme (AMP) falls under a broader US$ 32 Bn infrastructure programme currently
underway. To support growing international visitor traffic, the new Bahrain International Airport is undergoing
major expansion, which is expected to increase the airport’s capacity to 14 Mn people per year by 2020. The US$
1.1 Bn investment will include a passenger area that covers 210,000 sqm. To encourage more visitors to come to
Bahrain, Gulf Air has invested nearly US$ 7.2 Bn to expand its fleet and modernise the Gulf Air brand. However
this has not borne any real fruit so far and is the brand is still running in major losses.

6.2 Bahrain’s Infrastructure Construction Overview
The infrastructure construction contractor awards are expected to decrease from US$ 832 Mn in 2018 to US$ 732
Mn in 2019.
Roads, Bridges and Highways
Bahrain is investing heavily in its transport networks in order to expand links between the Kingdom and the rest
of the GCC region. Plans to construct a second causeway linking Bahrain and KSA are also on the agenda, while
the ambitious Gulf Railway may progress in 2021. Proposals to create a light rail system in Bahrain are also in
the works and the kingdom has invested heavily on its road network as part of its Vision 2030.
Major Infrastructure Construction Projects in Bahrain
Project Name
Client
Bahrain Rapid Transport
Ministry of Housing and Works
Network
Bahrain Light Rail Network
Ministry of Transport
Tubli STP Expansion Phase 4
Ministry of Housing and Works,
Ministry of Works, Municipality
Affairs and Urban Planning.
Fourth Manama-Muharraq
Ministry of Housing and Works
Causeway
North Manama CausewayMinistry of Housing and Works
Phase 2
Muharraq Sewage treatment
Ministry of Housing and Works
plant-Stage 2
AMAS Package 4- Expansion of
Ministry of Housing and Works
Shaikh Isa Bin Salman Highway
and Jasrah Interchange
Improvement of Shaikh Khalifa
Ministry of Housing and Works,
Bin Salman Highway
Ministry of Works, Municipality
Affairs and Urban Planning.
Budaiya Highway Expansion
Ministry of Municipalities Affairs
and Urban Planning

Est Value (USD $ Millions)
8,090
7,500
366.26

250
250
250
113

100

100

Source: Ventures ONSITE Project Intelligence Platform: www.venturesonsite.com

6.3 Bahrain Railways and Metro Project
The first phase of the Bahrain Metro project is currently in the design phase and is expected to be to be awarded
by March 2020 to a contractor. The plans have been in play since 2008 and was originally scheduled to be
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completed by 2014. However the project had been kept on hold mostly due to Bahrain’s weak economy. Phase 1
will consist of 30 km of LRT and tram network covering 20 stations.
Phase 1 is to feature two lines. The Red Line would connect Bahrain International Airport with the suburban Seef
District through the Bahrain Financial Harbour. While the Blue Line would start from the Juffair suburb and go
through the Diplomatic Area before ending at Isa Town. Both lines would meet at a central station at the Bahrain
Financial Harbour. The driverless trains are expected to carry 43,000 passengers every hour. Connected to buses
and taxi services, it is aimed at reducing the Kingdom's traffic congestion and air pollution. If the project is on
track and work starts as per the plans, the expected completion date for the project is scheduled for Dec 2024.

7. OMAN

Source: Image sourced from CIA World Fact book Oman

Oman is heavily dependent on oil and gas resources, which can generate between 68 to 85% of government
revenue depending on fluctuations in commodity prices. In 2016 low global oil prices drove Oman’s budget deficit
to $ 13.8 billion or approximately 20% of the GDP but the budget deficit is estimated to have reduced to 12% of
GDP in 2017 as Oman reduced government subsidies. As of January 2018, Oman had sufficient foreign assets to
support its currency fixed exchange rates. It issues debt to cover its deficit.
Oman has used enhances oil recovery techniques to boost production but has simultaneously pursued a
development plan that focuses on diversification, industrialization and privatization with the objective of reducing
the oil sector’s contribution to the GDP. The key components of the government’s diversification strategy are
tourism, shipping, logistics, mining, manufacturing and aquaculture. Muscat has notably focused on creating
more Omani jobs to employ the rising number of nationals to the workforce. However, social welfare benefits
remain high and that has increased in the wake of the 2011 Arab spring which have made it impossible for the
government to balance its budget in light of current oil prices. In response, Omani officials imposed austerity
measures on its gasoline and diesel subsidies in 2016. These spending cuts have had only a moderate effect on
the government’s budget.
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7.1 Oman Infrastructure overview
Oman has invested in its infrastructural capabilities to develop a strong network and achieve a status as a
leading global logistical center. The Sultanate aims to be among the top ten in the world in logistics by 2040.
Ongoing improvements are being made to road, rail, air and port facilities. Oman’s robust construction growth
has been largely driven by massive infrastructure spending under the 9th five year plan with the government
offering many opportunities in transportation projects in recent years.
Private investment in infrastructure is at 29% as per the 9th five year plan. On January 2nd 2019, National
Engineering Society of Pakistan (NESPAK) was awarded mega road and infrastructure projects in Oman.
NESPAK will design major components of the project comprising of a dual carriageway main road (25kms), dual
carriageway link road (5kms), service roads (10 kms), five interchanges, five bridges, six vehicular
underpasses/overpasses and two pedestrian underpasses/overpasses.
Oman’s first mineral railway project in Al Wusta governorate is close, according to a top logistical official.
Several procedures related to the railway project have been completed, including the preparation of a study,
licenses and the project sketch. According to the implementation and follow up unit by 2020, the logistics sector
will increase its contribution to the Sultanate’s GDP to $ 5 billion. All major works at the Duqm port is expected
to be complete by the last quarter of 2019 for it to become operational as a full-fledged port by the beginning of
2020. With all major remaining packages awarded in recent months and the award of a contract for a liquid berth
expected soon, the port is on track to become a fully functional facility by the said date. The contracts awarded
recently include gates, superstructure, remaining work at terminals, buildings for the port and terminals and
dredging work. The Oman government has signed a $265 million loan agreement with a Chinese development
bank for partially funding the development of the port. Oman’s future transport sector could include light rail,
electric cars and drones that deliver goods. The ministry is set to study the possibility of taking Oman to the next
level of transportation. In accordance with Oman’s strategy on public transportation, the ministry is considering
the move from vehicle transportation to light rail.
Oman’s major infrastructure projects:
Project Name
Client
Sea bridge from Masirah island
Ministry of Transportation and
to mainland
Communication
Liquid bulk berths terminal
Port of Duqm company and
project
Oman oil company
Dibba, Lima, Khassab
Ministry of Transportation and
carriageway-Phase 2
Communication
Oman rail segment 4D-mineral
Oman Rail
line
Development of the port at
Ministry of Transportation and
Shinas
Communication

Project Value (USD Millions)
1500
1133
500
500
300

Source: Ventures onsite Oman Construction report 2018

7.2 Oman railways and metro projects
The Oman railways and metro projects have been in play since 2011 when the Government announced the need
and plan for a railway (freight) project for Oman. Since then while ther has been a design study for the project,
the work on the project itself has been on hold principally due to financial constraints. the government has
decided to look at PPP models and private funding for the project as the current fiscal climate of Oamn cannot
support such a cost heavy project. It is expected that the project will kick off at some point it is not certain
whether this will happen this year or even next until financing has been secured.
The project entails the construction of a national railway that will extend a total of about 2,244 kms with 9 rail
tunnels. The project will also be eventually aligned with the inter GCC rail system.
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The rail network will have 9 sections:
Segment 1-Sohar to UAE border (Al Ain)
Segment 2-Al Sunainah to Sinaw
Segment 3- Sinaw to Duqm
Segment 4-Duqm to Salalah
Segment 5-Sohar to Muscat
Segment 6-Al Misfah to Sinaw
Segment 7-Sinaw to Ibra
Segment 8-Thumrayt to Al Mazyounah
Segment 9-Sohar to Oman border (Khatmat to Milahah)
First phase includes the following sections and lines:• 207 Km track from Sohar station to the UAe border (Khatmat Malaha) with a 34 Km spur line to Buraimi
and 38 km spur line to Sohar port
• 242 km track from Sohar port to Al Misfah (muscat) with an 8 km spur line to Sohar railway yard and a 20
km link to Muscat central station
• 486 km track from Muscat to Duqm
• 80 Km section from Sinaw to Ibra
The scope also includes viaducts (45 Kms), rail bridges (39 kms) and wadi bridges (48 kms), crossings (400),
underpasses and flyovers (245kms), tunnels (35 kms), large stations (6), intermediate stations (10), small
stations (30), marsahlling yards (8) and intermodal yards (9).
The rail network will be designed for high speed trains with speeds of up to 350 kms/hr for passenger travel and
200 kms/hr for freight trains. However the passenger trains will be operated at a speed of 200 kms and freight
trains will run at around 80-120 kms.
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8. QATAR

Source: Image sourced from CIA World Fact Book

Qatar’s oil and natural gas resources are the country’s main economic engine and government revenue source,
driving Qatar’s high economic growth and per capita income levels, robust state spending on public entitlements,
and booming construction spending, particularly as Qatar prepares to host the World Cup in 2022. Although the
government has maintained high capital spending levels for ongoing infrastructure projects, low oil and natural
gas prices in recent years have led the Qatari Government to tighten some spending to help stem its budget
deficit. Qatar’s reliance on oil and natural gas is likely to persist for the foreseeable future. Proved natural gas
reserves exceed 25 trillion cubic meters - 13% of the world total and, among countries, third largest in the world.
Proved oil reserves exceed 25 billion barrels, allowing production to continue at current levels for about 56 years.
Despite the dominance of oil and natural gas, Qatar has made significant gains in strengthening non-oil sectors,
such as manufacturing, construction, and financial services, leading non-oil GDP to steadily rise in recent years
to just over half the total. Following trade restriction imposed by Saudi Arabia, the UAE, Bahrain, and Egypt in
2017,Qatar established new trade routes with other countries to maintain access to imports.
According to the Finance Minister, Qatar’s economy is registering robust growth despite the ongoing blockade by
neighboring Gulf nations and Egypt. Qatar’s economic market driver is the non-oil sector, which relies mainly on
significant investments in infrastructure, especially education, health, transportation and construction required
for hosting the 2022 FIFA World Cup. The International Monetary Fund (IMF) predicts overall real GDP growth
rate of 3.1% in 2019 supported by robust non-hydrocarbon growth and recovery in oil and gas production. During
the period 2020-2023, real GDP growth rate of approximately 2.7% annually is projected, underpinned by still
significant public infrastructure spending, expansion of liquid natural gas production, and hosting of the 2022
FIFA World Cup. The current account surplus is projected at about 7% of GDP in 2019. Qatar Central Bank’s
foreign exchange reserves are expected to increase further, reaching about US$ 36 Bn in 2019.
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8.1 Qatar Infrastructure overview
Qatar continues to invest significantly in enhanced connectivity and upgrading its existing infrastructure. The
developments in transport infrastructure are aimed at the FIFA World Cup 2022 preparations and are in line with
the objectives of the National Vision 2030. The infrastructure contractor awards are estimated to increase from
US$ 3,598 Mn in 2018 to US$ 5,822 Mn in 2019. Infrastructure projects are allocated US$ 9 Bn (QR33bn) in the
budget, which represent 16% of the total expenditure.
The main infrastructure projects under construction include the following:
• Al Bustan Street North (P007 C7 P2) Al Bustan Street South (P007 C5 P1)
• Al Khor Expressway E-Ring Road – North/South Link (P008-C2)
• Mesaimeer Road (P008 C3) Doha Industrial Area - Pack 3 (QS0001-P03)
• Duhail Intersection & Al Gharaffa Street (P007 C7 P1)
• East Industrial Road P017-C2
The Transportation (and Communications) sector is allocated US$ 4.5 Bn (QR16.4bn), which is 7.9% of the total
expenditure in 2019. Most of the allocations are likely to be towards the Rail project, Doha Metro. There are also
funds assigned to Qatar Public Transportation Program, which is expected to cost US$ 0.8 Bn (QR3bn) in 20192021.
The main transportation projects under construction include the following:
• The Rail – Doha Metro (allocations of US$ 3.3 Bn (QR12bn))
• Lusail Light Train

•

Qatar Public Transportation Program

Major Infrastructure projects in Qatar
Project Name

Client

Project value (USD Millions)

Qatar National Rail Scheme

Qatar Railways Development
Company

40,000

Local roads and drainage
programme

Public Works Authority
(Ashghal)

14,600

Al Khor Expressway

Public Works Authority
(Ashghal)

2,082

Khalifa Avenue Project

Public Works Authority
(Ashghal)

1,918

Lusail Infrastructure

Qatari Diar Real Estate
Investment company/LREDC

1,515

source: Ventures onsite Project Qatar April 2019

8.2 Qatar Railway and Metro Project
Qatar’s long distance passenger and freight railway network is currently on hold and it is assumed that this is
largely due to the political fallout the nation has had with its neighbours in the GCC including Saudi Arabia, UAE
and Bahrain. This has been the status since 2016 and currently the status quo remains the same. A tender of the
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design and build contract has not been issued yet according to sources. The project will cover 350 kms in
distance at a speed ranging between 220 and 350 kmph for passenger trains and nearing 120 kmph for freight
trains.
Project consist of three different categories: a shuttle service for GCC transit passengers and travelers,
transportation services for locals, and freight transport services for international and domestic routes. The
project will be executed in four phases with overall completion in 2030. The project’s first phase entails
connecting Doha with Mesaieed and the Saudi border, the second phase would link west Doha to Hamad
International Airport and Bahrain, the third phase would link Doha and west Doha to Ras Laffan and the fourth
phase would consist of building the remaining lines for passenger and freight transport.
Phase 1 entails connecting Doha with Mesaieed and the Saudi border. The scope of works entails construction of
an operational railway (track length 156 Km), 35 Turnouts (main tracks), 3 freight yards, 1 station, 1 Intermodal
yard, 24 bridges, 58 culverts, pipeline & camel crossings, operational control centre and depot.
Doha Metro on the other hand is moving along quite well with certain portions of the line already completed and
operational. Doha Metro in Qatar’s capital city will be one of the most advanced rail transit systems in the world
when Phase I becomes operational by the end of 2019.
The emirate had originally planned the metro in 2007, in a bid to host the 2016 Summer Olympic Games in Doha.
Though the International Olympic Committee chose Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, Doha still proceeded with the project
in preparation for the 2022 FIFA World Cup, for which it won the bid in 2010.
With road travel being an extensive mode of transport, Qatar has a well-developed road network with a highway
system and expressways. The public transport that does exist is mainly provided by Mowasalat, a state-owned
integrated ground transportation company.
The objective of the transport master plan for Qatar is to develop attractive, efficient and reliable public transport
in the country. The requirements led for the proposal of a comprehensive railway network for future
development in the Greater Doha area and in the state on the whole.
Contracts for the first phase of the project were awarded in August 2012, with the ground breaking ceremony
taking place on 10 October 2012.
Phase 1 of the red line was opened to the public on May 8th 2018 and extends from Al Qassar to Al Wakra. The
initial operation includes 13 out of 18 Red Line stations: Al Qassar, DECC, QIC West Bay, Corniche, Al Bidda
(Interchange Station), Msheireb (Interchange Station), Al Doha Al Jadeda, Umm Ghawalina, Al Matar AL Qadeem,
Oqba Ibn Nafie, Free Zone, Ras Bu Fontas and Al Wakra.
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Source: Doha Metro

The green line and gold line are on track and nearing completion and scheduled for handover by June 2019 with
the final architectural and MEP works being completed before handover.

9. LOGISTICS SECTOR
9.1 UAE
In a report called the Agility Emerging Markets Logistics Index 2019, compiled by Agility Logistics, the UAE has
been given a 3rd place ranking which is an exceptional score considering it is facing off giants such as China and
India. This is a result of exceptional performance in the business fundamentals sub index, combined with solid
development of domestic and international logistics markets. Capabilities across the measures have been
developed as part of a plan to position the UAE as a global trade and tourism hub. The high ranking of the UAE’s
business environment is primarily a result of its network of free trade zones, and the rules that govern foreign
businesses within them. Inside free zones, foreign companies can own up to 100% equity, receive a 100% import
and export tax exemption, and repatriate 100% of capital and profits. These free zones form a vital component of
the local economy and serve as major re-export centres to the Gulf region. Free zones in the UAE are home to
more than 20,000 companies. For the logistics sector, the most important is the Jebel Ali Free Zone, where more
than 300 logistics providers from 30 countries are based, many offering contract logistics and freight forwarding
services. The UAE is trying to position itself to be the region’s e-commerce hub by encouraging new businesses
and start-ups such as Shipa.com and luring global talent and investment through ambitious projects such as
Commercity in Dubai. The UAE’s logistics markets have also benefitted greatly from vast investment in physical
infrastructure. Domestically, the UAE is investing in big ticket infrastructure projects such as the $3.5bn Al
Mafraq-Al Ghuwaifat road upgrade and the creation of a 1,200 km rail network. The market is also undertaking
expansions at its main air and sea ports. Jebel Ali, which serves as a multi-modal hub and free zone and
facilitates domestic, regional and global trade flows, connecting the UAE with 140 ports worldwide, is undergoing
expansions to increase handling capacity to 22.1m TEU.
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9.2 Qatar
Qatar’s position of 8th overall is a result of solid performance in the domestic logistics opportunities sub-Index,
driven by high per capita incomes and high urbanisation in particular, which help to create demand for goods and
aid efficiency in its domestic market, while its international market boasts particular strengths in efficient border
control systems. However, as is common amongst the top performing Middle Eastern markets, it is Qatar’s
business environment that powers its overall score, with improvements to protections against corruption and an
efficient financial sector both playing a significant role. Qatar has also dealt well with attempts by Saudi Arabia,
the UAE, Egypt and Bahrain to isolate it economically and diplomatically. Despite the blockade, Qatar’s economy
has continued to grow, and in late 2018, the IMF noted that Qatar’s fiscal position was improving and that the
Central Bank’s foreign exchange reserves were growing. This was affirmed in September 2018 with a
merchandise trade surplus, which had grown 26% year-on-year. The positive trend is expected to continue,
driven by increased oil and gas production, and by infrastructure projects related to the 2022 Football World Cup.
Although the blockade by some of its neighbours is having an effect, Qatari GDP growth is forecast at 2.8% in
2019.

10. OPPORTUNITIES FOR AUSTRIAN COMPANIES
Although the immediate opportunities for Austrian companies still seem limited for the project, the GCC railways
as such, in particular through the connection of the United Arab Emirates to Saudi Arabia, can be seen as an
opportunity for new markets. In this area we would like to highlight the following market niches:
Mediation: Companies with the capacity and technical expertise for transport and logistics businesses could look
forward to a successful partnership with Etihad Rail. Companies with cross-border business consulting skills
should also have improved opportunities in the GCC region in the future. Currently each country is responsible
for developing its own standards, but in the future the following aspects will be of increasing importance:
Compatibility with technical specifications: The standardization of technical parameters is expected to increase
compatibility in the future.
Origin concepts: Customs and immigration checks should be carried out immediately at the place of origin.
Settlement: It is necessary to specify how regional GCC transactions should be carried out.
Establish framework conditions: Regulations, general conditions and areas of responsibility of the control
authorities are to be determined.
Infrastructure sector: Companies with special knowledge of railway infrastructure (eg research facilities,
control centers, railway stations, etc.) could be a potential entry point for the GCC market, especially for Austrian
entrepreneurs, as they already have the necessary know-how. There will also be new opportunities for technical
expertise in the IT area.
Consulting for the successful implementation of the project: Advisory activities in the field of business valuation,
pricing and budgeting will also be needed. In particular, analyzes in the range of:
• Monitoring of transparent and fair competition between the GCC states
• Avoid problems regarding possible access fees and restrictions for new customers

11. OUTLOOK
The GCC rail network will fundamentally change the opportunities and customs of transportation in the region.
As there is little experience in implementing such projects so far, the opportunities and opportunities for
Austrian companies with expertise in the industry are quite high. The key points of planning for Austrian
companies should be their previous experience in the region and the possibilities / goals for the realization of
such projects. Instead of concentrating on individual countries or smaller areas, the expertise in the transport
business as such should always be in the foreground. This allows Austrian entrepreneurs to profit from the
entire GCC rail network and to serve the broadest possible market.
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